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HELLO &
WELCOME
We are thrilled to announce an amazing Spiritual Weekend
within the beautiful area of Essex, We are proud to bring you a
wonderful array of Spiritual Teachers that are coming together
from around the world to share there knowledge and their
passion as working Psychic/Mediums & Healers
This is an event not to be missed if you are searching and
wanting to expand your spiritual journey and to want to evolve.
You will have the opportunity to explore many different facets of
Spirituality,such as~ Healing, Psychic, Mediumship, Energy
Vibration Work, Tarot, Meditations, Animal Communication,
Gong Bath, Channeling, Life Guide,Automatic Writing and so
much more...
Please read through the brochure and get know about the tutors
and the lessons they will be teaching...
Also You get to stay within "The Stifford Hall Hotel Thurrock
Essex" which is an 18th century manor house set in 6 acres of
beautiful gardens, where you can have a wonder around a relax
outdoors.
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ABOUT US

Meet Your Tutors
MEDIUM AND SOUL TUTOR

Kerry Standfast
Kerry has a wealth of knowledge and experience
within mediumship, as a public demonstrator and
tutor. Kerry is also a forensic investigator and is
passionate about Soul work.
@kerrystandfastpsychicmedium

MEDIUM AND TRANCE COMMUNICATOR

Dawn Smith
Dawn is a certified Psychic/Medium and has the
amazing ability for the communication with her
guides, Dawn is know for Trance & Channeling.
@dawnsmithpsychicmedium

Meet Your Tutors ~ Spiritual Mastery Events
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Meet Your Tutors
ANIAMAL COMMUNICATOR & SOUND HEALER

Anita Panayiotis
Anita has a wonderful gift of communicating with
Animals past & present,. She is also know for her
amazing empowerment of Sound Vibration Classes
that she teaches worldwide.
@anitadenise

PSYCHIC & MOONOLOGIST

Selena Joy Lovett
Selena has outstanding knowledge for ability as a
Psychic & Manifesting and Enhancing the natural
gifts of nature and planetary shifts.
@selenajoylovettpsychicmedium

Meet Your Tutors ~ Spiritual Mastery Events
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ABOUT US

Meet the Tutors
HEALER AND MEDIUM

Torunn Anthonsen
Torunn is one of the most incredible healers, she has
her own healing school in Norway. Torunn has the
most incredible interaction with Angels and her
Healing Spirit Team
@healing.and.science

Togetherness we learn more
So powerful is the light of
unity that it can illuminate
the whole earth. –
Baha’U’Llah
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ABOUT US

The Venue

Stifford Hall
18th Century Manor House
Steeped in History
~ Spiritual Mastery Events ~
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ABOUT US

The Location
Located just 20 minutes from Central London,
the Stifford Hall Hotel is surrounded by 6 acres of
landscaped gardens amidst the Essex countryside,
with easy reach of Tilbury, Thurrock, and
Dartford.
A stone’s throw from the River Thames, as well as
the DP World London Gateway and Dartford
Crossing, there are a range of nature reserves and
both Bluewater and Lakeside Shopping Centre on
the hotel's doorstep.
While the property is also ideally positioned for
commuters wishing to access the M25 and A13. It is
well served by Gray’s Station, with direct transport
links to Fenchurch Street, as well as Stansted and
Gatwick Airports.

~ Spiritual Mastery Events ~
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ABOUT US

The Rooms
At Stifford Hall Hotel they have 97 en suite
bedrooms, with standard and superior rooms on
offer, all rooms have air conditioning perfect on a
hot summers evening, luxuriant crisp linen to
ensure you get a good night’s sleep, hospitality tray
with tea and coffee, flat screen TV with Freeview
and complimentary hi-speed WIFI.

Banqueting Area includes
A Beautifully Cooked Full English Breakfast
and
A three course dinner
vegetarian & vegan meals available upon request
All Tea & Coffee throughout the day

~ Spiritual Mastery Events ~
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Know Your Tutors

Anita Denise~

Animal Communication & Energy Sound Medicine Practitioner
Anita Denise is a Psychic Medium and Animal Communicator with
over 20 years’ experience, working around the UK and internationally.
For many years she worked as a professional dog trainer, running her
own school. Today, Anita keeps her ties with the dog world, where she
is an accessor for the UK kennel club.

More recently Anita is host to the popular ‘The Holistic Jam Podcast
with Anita Denise’. This podcast is for open minded people who are
wanting to deepen their awareness of all things holistic and esoteric –
by keeping it relatable to you and your life. Author of “ Animal
Communication Oracle Cards with Anita Denise” a deck of channelled
messages from the animal kingdom.
Know Your Tutors ~~ Spiritual Mastery Events
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Anita studied at The Arthur Findlay College, in Stansted, where she is an
approved SNU Healer and a holder of PAS – Platform Accreditation
Scheme from the SNU in Demonstrating Mediumship and Speaking
working towards CSNU (Certification Spiritual National Union).

She has continued to develop her awareness of spirit over many years
and qualified 2019 as a Master Teacher with Lisa Williams school.
As a little girl Anita would frequently get messages from Spirit. Her Mum
would always tell her that she had a strong imagination! She always had a
strong intuition and an inner knowing that things would happen. At a low
point in her life a friend suggested that she went for a healing session. Anita
found it to be a very profound experience and that was the start of her
journey, as it literally changed her life.
Born in London, now living in Essex - Anita’s passion is her dogs, where she
shares her home with eight of them!

“For me everything is always about healing – helping others to
heal emotionally & physically, providing a healing message,
assisting in the healing of relationships, trauma & even helping
your furry friends to heal.”

Know Your Tutors ~ ~ Spiritual Mastery Events
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Know Your Tutors

Torunn Athonsen~
Healer & Light Worker
Torunn lives in Arendal, south of Norway. She works as a healer,
psychic and a medium.
She is very passionate about animals.
Torunn has helped many thousand people and animals during the 20 last
years
when she has worked as a healer and medium.
Torunn is a healer, Certified Advanced Psychic Medium and one of Lisa
Williams
Certified Master Teachers.
Torunn works with spiritual healing and surgical healing.
She works on a deep level together with her healing guides during her
healing sessions.
Torunn loves to teach and to watch her students develop their gifts.
Her aim is to help people to connect to their own spirituality and
awaken the
potential that is within everything and everyone.

Know Your Tutors ~ ~ Spiritual Mastery Events
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She will help you to build a deeper connection with your healing guides
and go
deeper into higher frequencies and activate your own healing abilities.
While she is teaching Torunn creates safe, warm welcoming communities
with her students.
They feel totally accepted in the style of mediumship or healing
practice that is right for them.
She often uses humour in class and think it`s important to have fun while
working with spirit. Torunn thinks the best part of teaching is when the
students start to believe in themselves, their gifts and spirit.
Torunn runs a Healing School in Norway, where she teaches the students
different healing techniques and about the body’s energy system, she also
hires in doctors to teach about illness and wellbeing for her students in her
healing school.
Torunn has participated as a healer in Norway`s first scientific study in
healing, together with a hospital and NAFKAM.

The results were ground-breaking!!
the study was published in 2018, in international science magazines in
Europe and in Norwegian media outlets.
Torunn has a healing centre in southern Norway.
Healing is a simple, safe, and supportive energy therapy that aims to
bring balance to mind, body, and soul, as well as to stimulate the body`s
own natural healing ability. Healing is complementary to all forms of
treatments as it is non-invasive. Healing helps to bring a positive sense of
wellbeing, more energy, calmness, serenity, and alleviation of pain.
Know Your Tutor ~ ~ Spiritual Mastery Events
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Know Your Tutors

Selena Joy Lovett~
Psychic & Moonologist
As a teenager, I noticed I felt differently about life and would feel
things in a way others didn’t. This lead me to look for something I
felt was missing—the meaning of life!! Luckily, I discovered Tarot,
which gave me a lot of the answers that I was looking for. Through
this form of divination, I discovered and really connected with my
intuition.
After losing my mum, I looked for proof that there was an afterlife
and was lucky enough to find a gifted medium who offered me not
just evidence, but healing. From that moment on, I felt that was
also my purpose—to be able to help heal others, to guide people
through difficult situations and to give insights into their lives. After
many years of studying under talented mentors, I was accredited at
the Lisa Williams International School of Spiritual Development.We’ll work indepth
Know Your Tutors ~ ~ Spiritual Mastery Events
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I am also a Reiki Master, and Energy Healer, having trained in many
methods and have studied Chinese Medicine, Hypnotherapy, EFT,
Mindfulness &amp; Life Coaching. I am a Yoga Nidra Facilitator using
meditation and breathwork to help to bring healing and create space
for a stronger connection to spirit. My focus now is to empower people on
their journeys, and help them heal and move any blocks that hinder their
paths. This I do through teaching others how to connect to their own
intuition and self healing. I’m passionate about revealing the ‘secrets’ of
tarot and taking away the mysticism about being psychic.

I co-created the Journey to
Enlightenment Tarot Deck and the Journey to
Enlightenment SelfHealing book.
My aim is to make tarot accessible and easy to follow by showing the insight
each card offers us. Tarot enables us to take control of our lives and
discover the best way forward. Teaching and guiding others on their
spiritual journey is something I love. I have been lucky to have trained many
students in psychic development, tarot and in manifesting magic. I use
cards and the magic of the Moon to help others reach their goals and
discover their true potential. I love being psychic. I don’t understand the
non-believers who turn a blind eye to this natural gift that we all have!!
How can we not do everything we can to enhance our inherent gift and use
the art of being psychic to guide us on our journey through life? By
embracing this gift, we can recognise the signs we are given that show the
correct choices and decisions for us. Once armed with this knowledge, we
can then make better decisions and use the information to improve our
lives, replacing any fear and insecurity with knowledge and trust.
Know Your Tutor ~~ Spiritual Mastery Events
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Know Your Tutors

Dawn Smith~
Psychic/ Medium Trance Channel
Dawn Smith is a Psychic Medium and Spiritual teacher who believes
we come to our development at the right time, when we are truly ready
to embrace a new way of thinking and to embody new ideas that help
to fill a void or longing for something more. Dawn is an open channel
for the Spirit World and loves to work within the trance modality.
She has a strong connection to her guides and inspirers, which she
brings through channelled messages and inspirational address and this
is what Dawn would like to share and teach at the event.
Dawn’s awareness to her Life Guide first began as a child and developed
over the coming years, once Dawn stepped into her development the
connection to her Guides became a pivotal turning point with her
work. “Spirit Guides are all around us, the often unseen and unsung
heroes that tether themselves to us to help and support us as we
navigate this lifetime and life;s purpose.
Know Your Tutors ~ ~ Spiritual Mastery Events
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If you choose to begin a journey of discovery and deeper understanding
towards the part Guides play in your life and how this untapped resource
can bring immense and immeasurable clarity and hope into difficult and
stressful situations this introduction to Guides will be immeasurable. You
may not have any knowledge of Spirit Guides, or you may feel you have
already met or know who your Guides are, I will help you build the
beginnings of a firm foundation for strong and robust
connection,allowing you to have a deeper and more meaningful
experience. Also, an understanding of who your Guides are and how they
step forward into your life to give you direction and support when
negotiating your souls purpose. Looking at Spirit Guides and the part
they play within the role of Spiritual Development, working Psychic
Mediums and for every living soul is an important stepping stone to selfempowerment and self-awareness.

Alongside the Higher Self, Spirit Guides are a powerful and
essential part of life's rich tapestry, guiding and supporting us in
everyday life and throughout major turning points and milestone
events.
For many they remain unseen and unheard and yet, a reunion and
awareness of souls is yours for the taking. Each experience is completely
unique and each connection useful and integral within an individuals
process of growth. To understand that there is so much more than you, a
whole other world that is intrinsically linked to your earthly life. You are
forever connected to the divine through messengers and disincarnate
souls who chose to help you ascend and fulfil your true life's purpose.
This is a perfect opportunity to take you on a beautiful journey of self
discovery of yourself and your Spirit” Dawn is also a member of the
Spiritualists’ National Union (SNU) and accredited at the Lisa Williams
International School of Spiritual Development.
Know Your Tutor ~ ~ Spiritual Mastery Events
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Know Your Tutors

Kerry Standfast~
Psychic/ Medium Platform Demonstrator
Kerry was born within the East End of London
Growing up with a family that had an understanding of Spiritualism,
she was aware at a young age of being slightly different from others,
Kerry had many conversations with her Nan ‘Joan’ about the Spirit
World.
“Nan told me about her sitting in Séances and going to the Spiritual
Church regularly, this truly fascinated me, I never shared this
information with anyone else; this was between me and my Nan”
Kerry moved to Canvey Island, Essex and grew up there as a Teenager,
this is where Kerry truly started to experience communication with the
Spirit World. She started to become aware of Spirit around her when
her Nan passed over, through this experience, Kerry gained the desire to
dig deeper within herself and be guided by her intuition.
Kerry has dedicated herself to Spiritualism.
Know Your Tutors ~~ Spiritual Mastery Events
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Kerry has been teaching for many years as this is where her heart is,
helping and encouraging others to explore and excel within there
spiritual journey. Kerry has a passion for teaching the true facets of
mediumship and understanding our higher self. As she says

"To understand your Higher Self is the most Life Changing Gift"
Kerry is very passionate about understanding The Soul and still
today this day explores in depth with her spirit team this wonderful
faculty, She is currently writing her book regarding her findings and
teachings from spirit about the intelligence of the soul.
Kerry has worked along side some incredible mediums such as
Lisa Williams from the series " Life Among The Dead"
Kerry has been featured in several magazines like

~Take a Break~Spirit & Destiny~
alongside several Radio Shows and Interviews which are available
through different podcasts.
Kerry has her own school KS Academy Of Spirituality & is also a
Director and Tutor of Infinite Soul Circle Membership Academy.
Kerry has served many Churches & Centres Demonstrating the
amazing gift of Mediumship, she believes this is a gift to be
honoured and humble with, as the wonderful connection of
bringing the two worlds together is one of the most beautiful and
incredible experiences you can have, her dedication to Spirit is
profound as she carries this through her lineage with pride and
passion, and will help to inspire and encourage others to embrace
their natural gifts and journey as she believes we are all equal and
she is passionate about bringing people together.
Know Your Tutor ~ ~ Spiritual Mastery Events
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Your Lesson

Ultimate Psychic & Manifestation
This weekend I will be teaching some psychic exercises to help open
your 3rd eye and strengthen your connection. Then we’ll look at a
few methods to help you tap in deeper to the signs you are
receiving and notice the synchronicities of life. with colour, allowing you to see and feel
the vibration of colour. This will help you feel into the message offered by your divination
tool or spirit. You can then use this connection with colour to receive information from
the people’s auras and chakras. We will also be learning about charm and crystal casting, a
fabulous divination tool to use alone or to enhance your readings. I have always loved and
felt a strong connection to the Moon. Perhaps it’s because I was named after the goddess
of the Moon. My mum might have known that I’d grow up working and connecting to the
ways of the Moon! I work with the cycles of the Moon to create the life that I want and to
manifest my best life. I love passing on the knowledge of how to harness this magical
flowing energy.
Others can also live their lives with the energetic flow of the Moon,
using it to enhance their lives and feel the abundance available to all.
So, during this weekend I will be offering a workshop on
releasing blockages, healing and manifesting rituals. We’ll also work with the Moon,
learning how to use her energy to empower your life and develop your intuition.
If you’re an early riser, you can join my morning breathwork session
to clear your higher chakras. This is an exercise that you can
incorporate into your daily energy care routine, followed by a
grounding and protecting meditation to set you up for your
spiritually connected day!!

Selenas Lessons~ what to expect~ ~ Spiritual Mastery Events
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Your
Lesson
The Reunion with Your Life Guide
Within the Life guide lessons I will be taking you on a journey to meet and
understand your amazing connection to your most loyal and compassionate
supporter, and a beautiful and unlimited resource that is available to us all.
Amongst your Spirit Team we focus on this particular Guide and your reciprocal
relationship. Every single one of us have a Life Guide and establishing a strong
and robust connection is not only powerful but a beautiful reunion that holds
ancestral ties with an intimate knowledge of your life’s contract.
We explore the basis of your life guide, their purpose, who they are, their role
and influence within your earthly life. We take a look at connection through
daily spiritual practice and guided meditation, signs, symbols and how to
interpret these through your Clair senses. Explore this beautiful world and take
the beginning steps towards your souls reunion with your Life Guide and begin
to utilise the wisdom and direction that is in fact your birthright. We also
explore the powerful modality of Channelling and Automatic writing as Spirit
communicate with us in many ways, we take a deeper look at your ability to
allow Spirit energy to flow through you.
We look at the importance of establishing a strong connection and energetic
flow to allow Inspirational Address and Philosophy to be given and received, the
importance of surrender and the understanding between our Spirit Guides and
our Higher Self. We also look at channelling Spirit energy to draw and express
itself through the written word and the pen. My aim is to give you the tools you
need to connect, establish or strengthen your connection to your Life Guide and
the understanding of the relationship, alongside the art of channelling messages
that will enhance your life experience.

Dawn xoxo

Dawns Lesson Guide~ what to expect~ ~ Spiritual Mastery Events
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Your Lesson

The Blending of the Two Worlds
Welcome to the beautiful facet of learning to blend and strengthen your
communication and connection with the Spirit World, This lesson is designed
for all levels of understanding, we will cover how to dig deeper within the private
sitting of producing a reading, we will look into what really is Evidence of the
Spirit World? and learn how to gain such knowledge and understanding, it is
here you will strengthen your connection will the blending of mind to mind for
mental mediumship, topics that will be covered are~
~The preparation of The Mind ~
~The Blend~Bringing you & the Presence of Spirit united together~
~Strengthening your connection~ The Private Reader~
~What is Evidence? And why it is needed~
~Public Talking~ Taking to stage and bringing Inspiration speech from spirit~
~Public Demonstrating ~ Learn how to hold your Power and Create Space for
Public Demonstration of Mediumship~
You will also have the opportunity to practise your Public Demonstrating if you
wish to alongside Kerry on the Saturday evening as you will have a chance to
Demonstrate with her on stage......
Remember Developing your gift as a Medium is a life long Journey, Each of us
will always continue to learn from each other and our spirit team...

Kerry xoxo
Kerry's Lesson Guide~ what to expect~ ~ Spiritual Mastery Events
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Your Lesson

Messages from the Animal Kingdom.
You may not be able to talk to animals like Dr. Dolittle, but I believe that there are
other ways we can effectively communicate with our animal friends. Over the
weekend you will quickly learn how to understand and interpret animals, thoughts, and
feelings/behaviours. Animal communication is similar too, learning a new language. It
is the ability to be able to interpret your animal’s thoughts and feelings into a language.
This is a language of unspoken words, where communication takes place through
thought and feelings. How does it work? When you receive information from them
intuitively, you can pick up the information in the way of feelings, emotions, images,
taste, and smell. We have the ability too, connect with our animals and learn to
understand them better on a deeper level. Would you like to communicate with your
animals? Would you like to understand to them? Would you like to connect on a soul
level? And to be able to better understand them, in the way they understand you.
Would you like to connect with animals in spirit? To understand an animal on an
emotional can be live changing; have you ever looked at your animal and wondered
what they are thinking, of if they had something to say?Do you know your Totem
Animal from your Animal Spirit Guide? Every animal has a powerful spirit and
message to share with you. Lifelong totem animals are usually animals of the wild.The
animal chooses you; you do not get to choose your totem animal. Spirit animal guides
differ, in the aspect that you may have several spirit animals guides throughout your
lifetime.Every creature will its own unique talents and power. A study of the animal’s
power will enable to help you to develop that power, quality within your own life.
Discover your Totem Animal and learn to work with the spirit animals, that come into
your life and the message they bring!

Anita xoxo

Anitas Lesson Guide ~ what to expect ~ ~ Spiritual Mastery Events
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YourHealing
Lesson
1. “Sitting in the power”, with an intention to expand your healing abilities and getting to
know your beautiful team of healing guides. You will learn the importance of knowing the
difference between your own energy and others energy. Why do some healers get tired when
they give healing to clients and others not? Torunn will teach you how to be a great channel
for the healing intelligence, without getting tired and give away your own energy to the clients.
2. Healing guides and self-healing. Guided healing meditation that helps you to activate the
power of healing. This session will help you to build a deeper connection with your healing
guides and go deeper into higher frequencies and activate your own natural healing abilities.
Torunn will share with you some amazing and beautiful pictures from her healing guides.
These pictures are sent directly from her healing guides, as a prove of the healing intelligence,
love, gratefulness, and support from her healing guides. These pictures often have symbols like
a heart, energy circles and angels in it.
3. Group healing with Harry Edwards technique. Harry Edwards was a renowned spiritual
healer from England, who had massive public healing demonstration. In 1948 Harry had a
public healing demonstration in Manchester, which was attended by 6 000 people. He also
filled the whole Royal Festival Hall in London. Harry Edwards’s healing, together with a team
of healers who joined him in the healing demonstration had incredible results. The students
will in this session be able to receive and give healing with Harry Edwards`s unique technique.
4. Distance healing is defined as “a compassionate mental act intended to improve the health
and well-being of another person/ or animal at a distance” This is the most common healing
modalities. The students will experience and learn more about how to heal both other living
beings with distance healing, and also how to send healing to the world.
5. Trance healing is a very powerful method of spiritual healing because the healing energy
comes directly from healing guides and angels. Trance healing works on the emotional, mental,
physical, and soul level. When you do trance healing, the healing energy works better and last
longer.

Torunn xoxo
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TIME TABLE

Fridays Itinerary
Arrive 4pm
*Please remember to give your car
registration at front reception for
parking*
Meet & Greet
Your Tutors
in Main Hall
5pm ~ 6pm
Dinner 630pm~ 8pm
8pm onwards
"Spiritual Quiz"
(get to meet everyone)
Mondays Itinerary ~ ~ Spiritual Mastery Events~
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TIME TABLE

Saturdays Itinerary

715am ~ 745am Morning Meditation & Breathe Work with Torunn

Breakfast 745am ~ 930am

Classes 930 am ~ 11 am

ANIMAL
COMMUNICATION

EMBRACING THE
MOON

ART OF HEALING

~Tea & Coffee Break 11~1130 am~

Classes 1130 am ~ 1 pm

MASTERY OF
EVIDENCE WITH SPIRIT

WHAT IS YOUR
UNIQUE SPIRIT GUIDE

ANIMAL SPIRIT
MESSAGES

~Lunch Break 1~230 Pm~

Classes 230 pm ~ 4 pm

ACTIVATION FOR
THE HEALER

MYSTERY OF THE
TAROT

Saturdays Itinerary ~ Spiritual Mastery Events ~
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THE BLEND
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TIME TABLE

Saturdays Itinerary
~Tea & Coffee Break 4~430 pm~

Classes 430 pm ~ 530 pm

LOST & MISSING
ANIMALS~ FORENSIC

EMBRACE PUBLIC
DEMONSTRATING

UNCONDITIONAL
RELATIONSHIP WITH
YOUR GUIDES

Dinner ~ 7 pm ~ 830pm
Followed
by
Evening of Mediumship
with
Kerry Standfast
and
Students
Sundays Itinerary ~ Spiritual Mastery Events ~
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TIME TABLE

Sundays Itinerary

715am ~ 745am Morning Meditation & Breathe Work with Selena
Breakfast 745am ~ 930am

Classes 930 am ~ 11 am

GROUP HEALING

VIBRATIONS OF
COLOUR

SPIRIT GUIDE VS
HIGHER SELF

~Tea & Coffee Break 11~1130 am~

Classes 1130 am ~ 1 pm

REMOTE VIEWING
WITH SPIRIT

THE CHANELLED
MESSAGE

CHARM & CRYSTAL
CASTING

~Lunch Break 1~230 Pm~

Classes 230 pm ~ 4 pm

ART OF DISTANT
HEALING

ANIMAL SHAMANIC
JOURNEY

Sundays Itinerary ~ Spiritual Mastery Events ~
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TIME TABLE

Sundays Itinerary
~Tea & Coffee Break 4~430 pm~

Classes 430 pm ~ 530 pm

TRANCE HEALING

THE COMPLETE
PSYCHIC

SPIRIT GUIDE
SIGNS & SYMBOLS

Dinner ~ 7 pm ~ 830pm
Followed by
a
Gong Bath
with
Anita Denise
Sundays itinerary ~ Spiritual Mastery Events ~
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TIME TABLE

Mondays Itinerary
715am ~ 745am
Morning
Meditation & Breathe Work
with Dawn
Breakfast 745am ~ 10am
Farewell Gathering
1030am
Main Hall

Mondays Itinerary ~ Spiritual Mastery Events ~
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SPIRITUAL MASTERY EVENTS

Payment Plan
Deposit
of

One Payment
of

ONE PAYMENT

ONE PAYMENT

£145

£250

This then confirms your place

Guaranteed place

This deposit is per person including
single or twin or double room

This applies to Twin or Shared
Double Rooms only

Gives you time to make the last
payment

Price is per person
THIS PAYMENT IS DUE BY
1ST FEB 2023

Shared Double or Twin Room
Total per person £395

Single Supplement

Total for a single supplement is £495 pp
£195 dep then £300 to pay before 1st Feb 2023
Investmant Plan ~ Spiritual Mastery Events ~
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SPIRITUAL MASTERY EVENTS

How to Pay/ Whats inc
~Whats Included~
: En Suite Rooms
:Breakfast
&
Three Course Sit Down Meal
: Unlimited Tea & Coffee
: All Weekend Classes/lectures
:Parking
:Written Handouts From
All Tutors For All Lessons

Payments to be made to~
Starling Bank ~Dawn Smith
Account Number ~85957510
Sort Code ~60 83 71
Please make the reference of your NAME and UK Event

How to pay/ whats inc~ Spiritual Mastery Events ~
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BRINGING SPIRITUALITY TOGETHER

Contact Details
How to contact us
CONTACT BY PHONE:

+447393379150

SEND US AN EMAIL:

spiritualmasteryevents@gmail.com

@kerrystandfastpsychicmedium

ON SOCIAL MEDIA:
@kerrystandfastpsychicmedium

Our office hours:

Monday - Friday
9am - 5pm
UK Time

Response time:
please allow us 72 hours to respond to your emails & social media

Contact Us ~ Spiritual Mastery ~
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FAQS
Q1. Is their disabled access?
We are sorry to say, but the hotel is not accommodated
for disabled access due to no lift

Q1. Is my deposit refundable?
Only in severe circumstances if you are unable to attend, and proof
would need to be supplied ie GP

Q1. Does the hotel cater for Vegan & Vegetarian?
Yes, but you must let us know when we send you out your form, so
we can pre order this for you

Q1. Do i have to attend all classes ?
No you do not have to attend all classes, the grounds are beautiful so
you may choose to go outdoors if you wish to

F A Q' S ~ Spiritual Mastery Events ~
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FAQS
Q1. Is lunch supplied?
No, but there is a nice bar/lunch area if you wish to purchase
something, we recommend you pre order at reception if you wish to
have lunch

Q1. Is dinner a buffet?
No it is a three course sit down meal served at your designated table

Q1. Is there a bar that serves alcohol ?
Yes there is, but we ask you to only purchase alcoholic drinks after
the last class has finished, then you have all evening to immerse
yourself

Q1. When is the last payment due ? Can i pay in
full if i wish to?
It must be received no later than the 1st February 2023 / yes you can
make full payment if you prefer

F A Q' S ~ Spiritual Mastery Events ~
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TERMS and
CONDITIONS

A binding contract is only entered into when we issue a confirmation of your booking. By contacting
us, to make a booking, you accept that you have the authority to bind all members of your party to
these terms and conditions.
1. A deposit of £145 pp for twin room or double room based on two sharing & £195 deposit for
single supplement. Which is non refundable unless due to ill health or bereavement in which a
GP note or Proof will be required.The total price is required no later than the 1st February 2023.
If any balance remains unpaid, we reserve the right to treat your booking as cancelled and apply
the cancellation charge which will be full payment outstanding. Payment must be in the
currency of British Sterling and you are responsible for bank charges. If you choose to pay the
balance of the seminar by credit card or debit card we reserve the right to pass on any charges
that we incur in the processing of the payment. No charge is levied for payment by BACS or
cheque. We reserve the right to make changes to the event such as tutors and lessons,You will be
informed immediately of any material changes to the event. All cancellations must be made in
writing by the person who made the booking and are effective on the day we receive it via email
As we incur substantial costs and losses on a cancellation, we will apply the following
cancellation charges apply:
Cancellation date is more than 12 weeks before the start of the seminar
1.The deposit amount will be retained and no further payment will be due.
2. Cancellation is equal to or less than 12 weeks before the start of the seminar The remaining balance
is due and you will be invoiced for the remaining balance which will be required to be paid.
Cancellation by us
Whilst we hope we will never have to cancel our seminars but as we all know change can occur at
anytime, we reserve the right if it Should be necessary to cancel, we will endeavour to offer
alternative venue arrangements of equivalent or similar standards. Alternatively we will provide a
full and prompt refund.
Compensation will not be payable in any cases where an amendment, change or cancellation is due to
being unusual or unforeseeable events or circumstances beyond our control, the consequences of
which neither we nor our suppliers could avoid. These include, but are not limited to, war, threat of
war, riot, civil disturbance or strife, terrorist activity (actual or threatened), industrial disputes,
technical or maintenance problems with transport, machinery or equipment, power failure, natural
or nuclear disaster, fire, flood, drought, adverse weather conditions, levels of water in rivers, acts of
God, closure of airports. At the seminar It is your responsibility to use security deposit boxes at the
venue for all valuable items. We take no responsibility for any lose of personal items. In order for us
to process your booking we need to store and record your information, including data as supplied.
Which is stored within a private sector
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